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Are WiFi networks ready for Smart Cities?
Fontech highlights the need for quality WiFi connectivity to support the imminent development of
Smart Cities
25 July 2018. MADRID. - Large cities are already populated by more than half of the world's population,
according to a recent report by McKinsey which estimates that by 2050 this figure will increase to 2.5
billion people. This concentration of the global population makes it increasingly difficult to run these
giant urban centers, posing problems of mobility, sustainability, and even security for inhabitants.
In this context, the evolution towards Smart Cities stands out as a good option to manage these growing
urban areas in a more intelligent and efficient way through technology and data, as well as improve the
quality of life of citizens. 2018 will be a key year for the development of Smart Cities since the global
investment in technology to boost them will reach 80,000 million dollars during this year, according to
IDC.
Smart cities need smart WiFi networks
Fontech, the technology arm of Fon which makes managing and operating WiFi smart and simple for
operators and enterprises, affirms that connectivity will be key to the success of Smart Cities. Until now,
one of the key challenges for their development has been ensuring the existence of ubiquitous
connectivity that is both accessible and reliable. The benefits of Smart Cities can only be achieved if
there is continuous connectivity that allows devices to communicate between each other and city
councils to have visibility over systems’ performance in an uninterrupted way.
In the context of Smart Cities, WiFi is a natural enabler of this connectivity due to the high adoption of
its standards, which allows a wide range of devices to be able to connect and communicate, as well as
its relatively low cost of deployment. WiFi has many advantages over other technologies because it has
evolved to suit many different applications. For example, new standards (802.11ah) have been
developed to operate below 1GHz that have a greater range and are highly suited to applications such
as sensors.
However, in order to take advantage of the full potential of Smart Cities and face the high demand for
data derived from their deployment, robust WiFi networks capable of offering the necessary
connection quality for a broad range of applications will be required. "As a result of the technological
and social transformation which we find ourselves immersed in, in the coming years WiFi will evolve to
hold a much more strategic role. From now on, offering connectivity to devices in isolation will not be
enough. Instead, the priority will be to manage WiFi networks in a smart and simple way, ensuring the
efficiency of service," said Alex Puregger, CEO of Fon.
The power of community WiFi networks
Public WiFi networks will play an important role in the development of Smart Cities. Notably, operators
should take advantage of community WiFi networks because they offer many advantages for Smart
City applications. One of the most important factors to highlight is that they are efficient in terms of
both investment and operating costs. Community WiFi networks do not require the deployment of
additional WiFi infrastructure, but rather take advantage of residential CPEs that operators already
have in their subscribers' homes, creating the network by converting them into public access points.
In addition, they offer important coverage at a very low cost. This is important for ensuring the
connectivity of devices involved in Smart City applications in places with limited coverage from other
networks such as cellular.
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Another advantage worth noting is that community WiFi networks collect a lot of information that
councils can then use to monitor and optimize services associated with Smart Cities. Metrics include
mobility patterns and device location, as well as the concentration of people, among others.
In order to enter the Smart Cities market before it is too late, operators should invest in solutions that
facilitate the rapid and simple deployment of WiFi networks. In this context, Fontech has developed a
portfolio of carrier-grade WiFi solutions that give operators the tools they need, not only to deploy and
manage community WiFi networks, but also to optimize their performance and anticipate possible
incidents ahead of time.

About Fontech
Fontech, the technology arm of Fon, makes managing and operating WiFi smart and simple for
operators and enterprises. Our portfolio of software-based solutions and team of experts empower
our clients to deliver carrier-grade WiFi services in a secure, scalable, and uniquely flexible way,
enabling an exceptional WiFi experience for their customers. We are the trusted WiFi software
provider to top-tier global telcos and enterprises such as the Deutsche Telekom Group, SoftBank,
Telstra, and Vodafone Group. More information at fontech.com
Fon is the global WiFi network. We pioneered residential WiFi sharing over a decade ago and,
together with leading telcos, we’ve built the world's largest WiFi community of over 21 million
hotspots. We are experts in keeping people seamlessly connected by aggregating residential and
prime public WiFi footprints, as well as facilitating interconnection between WiFi networks. Our
global clients include AT&T, British Telecom, Eurona, KPN, Proximus, Travel Club, and Virgin Mobile.
Discover more at fon.com
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